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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

26 March
History Forum. A talk by
Robin Whittaker on the
activities of local history
societies in
Worcestershire.

28 March
Project Groups. Afternoon
tea, from 2 to 5 pm, in the
Village Hall for members
interested in joining a
project team.

June
Dowsing workshop.
Details to be announced
in the Spring Newsletter.

POTTERS HANDLEY
In his talk on 28 November on

archaeological finds in Hanley

Castle and Hanley Swan, Peter

Ewence drew attention to an

indictment of 1633 condemning

the roads in Potters Handley, as

the area around Roberts End was

known in the 17th century. That

the production of pottery was an

important activity in the region

from Roman times is shown by the

numerous pieces of pots found in

people’s gardens. 

The saxon and early medieval

period saw the village, which had

been founded by the river at Quay

Lane, move out towards Gilberts

End. In 1295 records show that

there were 16 potters working

between Gilberts End and the

castle, although by 1350 they had

all died, from what cause is not

known. 

During the 15th and 16th

centuries development moved on

to Picken End and Roberts End.

Kiln waste found near The

Balcony at Roberts End shows

evidence of an advanced lead

glazing technique not developed

until the 16th century. Nearby,

dowsing reveals the outlines of

several cottages, probably

obliterated during the Civil War,

on roads that once ran along the

lines of today’s footpaths. 

Peter Ewence went on to

explain how clay was dug out of

pits just wide enough for a horse

and cart, and then prepared for

pot making. With the aid of a

blackboard, he demonstrated the

complicated process of building

and firing a kiln, which must be

heated gradually to the critical

point at 500°C when clay begins

to change into pottery, becoming

properly fired after its has

reached a temperature of over

1000°C.

In the second part of his talk,

Peter Ewence explained the basic

principle of dowsing, which

detects anomalies in the earth’s

radiation of electro-magnetic

energy. A skilled dowser can tell

by the strength and nature of the

signal whether an anomaly

indicates water, the foundations

of a house or just the spot where

a timber post once stood.

Curiously, the older the anomaly,

the stronger the signal.

Apparently one in four people

has an aptitude for dowsing.

Peter will be holding a dowsing

day school in June and anyone

interested in taking part should

contact him on 561702.

AIMS FOR 2004
Peter Ewence’s archeological

objectives this year include:

– Completion of the survey of the

Roman site at Quay Lane;

– Further work on the medieval

building complex at Picken End,

possibly uncovering a church;

– Beginning a survey of the

Hanley Castle site;

– Continuing to examine

members’ gardens for evidence

of early settlement.
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broken pottery in fields instead

of leaving it in village rubbish

heaps, so that identifying

settlements is difficult.

Among those that have

been found, the most

important is at Quay Lane. A

diving survey in the 1990s

revealed good evidence of

medieval remains and the

Historic Environment and

Archeological Service would

like to excavate the  river

embankment.

County archeological work

used to follow commercial

development, which paid for

excavations, but more

recently heritage lottery

grants have been made to

local groups and the county

can now offer specialist

assistance to identify finds.

Up to £25,000 is available for

a project lasting up to 3

years. Grants can also be

made to put up information

boards to improve public

awareness of sites.

Malcolm Atkin said The

On 19 January County

Archeological Officer Malcolm

Atkin gave an illustrated talk

on The Archaeology of The

Hanleys.

He explained that the

landscape has been changing

continuously from the time

3000-4000 years ago when

forests began to be cleared. 

The earliest sites of

habitation in the area of The

Hanleys date from Iron Age-

Roman times and they are

being uncovered more

frequently as interest in

archaeology grows. In 1991

only 79 sites were known,

but now there are already

220. These can all be

identified at the county Sites

and Monuments Record.

Mr Atkin pointed out that

The Hanleys has one of the

longest traditions of field-

walking – looking for objects

on the ground and recording

finds –  in the county. But the

Romans were not the tidiest

of people, often scattering

Hanleys represented a key

area for county archeological

activity and were probably

unique in the Midlands in

having an economy dominated

by pottery. This industry

lasted from the early 13th

century until the 17th century.

A medieval ditch at

Brickwalls Farm has revealed

evidence of tile making and he

hoped that a kiln would be

discovered in the near future.

The site of Hanley Castle,

built in the 12th century and

derelict by the late medieval

period, was an area ripe for

examination. According to

local legend, said a member

of the audience, a hoard of

gold was buried in the moat.

But don’t all rush, as the site

is a scheduled    monument

and permission to excavate

is required from English

Heritage, as well as from the

landowner, who just happens

to be the Society’s president,

Nick Lechmere – so watch

this space.

EARLY HISTORY OF THE HANLEYS

A conjectural view of an early medieval settlement beyond Picken End in Hanley Swan,

drawn by Peter Ewence and based on his dowsing survey.


